Genuine Subaru Performance Parts
A select group of performance and appearance parts to increase your driving pleasure.

If you thought you couldn’t love your Subaru more, check out our line of Genuine Subaru Performance Parts to make your vehicle even more fun to own. Engineered specifically to enhance the performance, endurance or, in some cases, the look of your vehicle, these Genuine Subaru Performance Parts allow you to customize, without asking you to compromise the quality and integrity of your Subaru.

About performance parts.

STI Performance Parts are developed under the over-arching concept of “total tuning.” This is defined as engineering by design to help improve the overall handling and performance characteristics of the vehicle. STI Performance Parts have been created in close cooperation with the development team of STI (Subaru Tecnica International), a 100% wholly owned subsidiary of Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. (FHI). This relationship differs from generic performance parts manufacturers as the synergy created by STI and FHI helps to produce a high quality product, designed specifically for the unique power train requirements of the Subaru. Real time performance parts data is constantly gleaned from the fierce battle grounds of the WRC and fed directly back to the STI development group to aid in developing the highest level of product for the most demanding of conditions. By installing Genuine STI Performance Parts on your Subaru, you can be confident of the optimum balanced AWD driving experience.

Parts not marked with asterisk(s) are covered by the Limited Warranty for Genuine Subaru Replacement Parts and Accessories. See dealer for complete warranty details.

*Parts with one asterisk are covered by the Parts Only Limited Warranty for Select Genuine Subaru Performance Parts (Labor Excluded). Parts intended for off-highway application only. May bring vehicle out of compliance with safety/emissions standards. Can only be lawfully installed by end user. See dealer for complete warranty details.

**Parts with 2 asterisks sold “as is” without any warranty coverage. Intended for off-highway application only. May bring vehicle out of compliance with safety/emissions standards. Can only be lawfully installed by end user. See dealer for complete warranty details.
**Short Throw Shifter**
Significantly reduces shift throw lengths for crisper shifts and sportier driving feel.


**Carbon Fiber Shift Pattern**
Genuine STI shift pattern attaches to your vehicle center console.


**New! Duracon Shift Knobs**
Molded from Duracon polymer, these sleek looking and lightweight shift knobs give your Subaru a look that sets it apart from the crowd.

- All 5 M/T (1998-2009): C1010FG300 (5M/T)

**MOMO® Shift Knobs**
Machined aluminum shift knobs feature satin finishes and perforated leather accents. Feels great in the palm of your hand and adds a stylish performance look.

- All 5 M/T (1998-2009): C1010SE000 (5M/T)

**Titanium Shift Knobs**
Machined from lightweight titanium, these Genuine STI shift knobs add a high-tech look.

- All 5 M/T (1998-2009): C1010FA100 (5M/T)

**Shift Knobs**
The ultimate shift knob for your Subaru. STI shift knobs combine the highest quality aluminum and leather materials, ergonomic shapes and ideal weight balance.

- All 5 M/T (1998-2009): C1010FG000 (5 M/T)

**Shifter Bushing**
Improves shifting precision when used in conjunction with the STI Short Throw Shifter.

Performance Exhaust System

These exhaust systems feature full stainless steel construction with smooth mandrel bands for low restriction and that famous boxer engine sound. Both systems incorporate optimized tubing diameters and exhaust tips that are polished and etched with the SPT logo.

Impreza WRX (2008-2009): D441SF6000 (5-Door)
Impreza WRX (2008-2009): D441SF6100 (4-Door)

WRX and WRX STI Performance Exhaust System**

Large diameter, 3-inch stainless steel construction replaces stock intermediate pipe and muffler, resulting in enhanced exhaust sound and performance.


**Rear Differential Protector and/or Trailer Hitch may not be installed in conjunction with SPT Performance Exhaust System.

Performance Muffler

Provides a throaty exhaust note plus an aggressive look to your Subaru.

Impreza WRX (2002-2006): SOA8377510

Performance Muffler*

Impreza WRX (2002-2007): D0510FE000DS

Stainless Steel Exhaust Tips

Polished stainless steel exhaust tips add a finishing touch to the back of your Impreza.

Impreza 2.5i Base & WRX Base (2008) and 2.5i & 2.5GT (2009):
D0510FG020 (Dual Exhaust - 4D) - 2 required
Impreza 2.5i Base & Outback Sport (2008-2009): D0510FG010 (Single Exhaust - 5D)
Exhaust Finisher
Aluminum trim pieces add a serious performance look to the rear of STI.
Impreza WRX STI (2009): E7710FG030

Muffler Hanger Bushing
Harder rubber compound helps reduce movement of exhaust system during demanding driving conditions.

Heat Shield
The SPT Heat Shield helps ensure that the SPT Intake is able to supply the engine with cool air, which reduces the loss of power that comes from a heated intake charge. Cooler air is drawn from inside the passenger front wheel well and behind the headlight - not from the hotter areas surrounding the turbocharger, engine and radiator. Unlike a traditional cold-air intake, which places the filter element as low as possible in the vehicle, this setup helps to supply cool air, limiting the risks of water ingestion.
Legacy 2.5GT & Outback XT (2008-2009) and spec.B (2008-2009)*: SOA8431010

SPT High Flow Air Intake System*
Replaces stock engine air intake and stock air filter with a high-flow air intake and replacement element. This helps produce a smoother and more even intake air flow at a higher volume, resulting in increased throttle response.
Impreza 2.5RS (2000-2001): SOA870Z1000
SPT High Flow Replacement Element*
Impreza 2.5RS (2000-2001): SOA870Z1030

Air Cleaner Element*
Drop-in replacement air cleaner element allows a higher volume of air flow versus the stock air filter. Paper element and steel mesh construction does not require oiling. Replaces standard element 16546AA020.

Rear Differential Protector**
Helps protect rear differential from rocks and logs.
** Rear Differential Protector and/or Trailer Hitch may not be installed in conjunction with SPT Performance Exhaust System installation.
**Strut Tower Brace – Front**
High-strength aluminum bar increases chassis stability by providing additional stiffness to the front upper suspension area.


**Strut Tower Brace – Rear**
High-strength aluminum bar increases chassis stability by providing additional stiffness to the rear upper suspension area.


**Strut Tower Brace – Front**
High-strength aluminum and steel bar increases chassis stability by providing additional stiffness to the rear suspension area.

Impreza Sedan (2002-2007): SOA8431060

**Strut Tower Brace – Rear**
High-strength aluminum and steel bar increases chassis stability by providing additional stiffness to the rear suspension area.

Impreza Sedan (2002-2007): SOA8431060

**Strut Tower Brace – Front**
High-strength aluminum bar increases chassis stability by providing additional stiffness to the front upper suspension area.

Impreza WRX, 2.5GT & WRX STI (2008-2009) and Forester exc. XT (2009): SOA8431130

**Strut Tower Brace – Steel**
Provides additional stiffness to the upper suspension area. Reduces strut deflection to promote quicker steering response.

Impreza (1998-2001): E4010FA000

**Strut Tower Brace – Carbon Fiber**
Carbon fiber and high-strength aluminum construction effectively distributes stress loads via three-bolt strut-top mounts.

Impreza (1998-2001): E4010FA100

**Lower Chassis Brace**
High-strength aluminum construction increases chassis rigidity by connecting the subframe to the engine cross member.


**Lower Chassis Brace**
High-strength aluminum construction increases chassis rigidity by connecting the subframe to the engine cross member.

Adjustable Struts and Springs:
Inverted strut and spring design with variable height adjustment. Includes a 4-position strut dampening adjustment on front and rear struts. Strut diameter is increased from 22mm to 39mm on 2.5RS and WRX (equal diameter on the STI model). Springs initially lower body approximately 10mm on 2.5RS and WRX, 20mm on STI model, and may be adjusted an additional 30mm.

203004S060 (Adjustable Strut/Spring-FR)
203004S070 (Adjustable Strut/Spring-FL)
203004S080 (Adjustable Strut/Spring-RR)
203004S090 (Adjustable Strut/Spring-RL)

Hook Wrench:
Used to adjust struts. Includes set of 2 wrenches.
ST9701455000

STI Front & Rear Sway Bars:
Increased diameter to 21mm for front and rear sway bars helps reduce body roll and improve handling.

Aluminum Arm Kit:
B2010FE251DS

Inverted Adjustable Struts and Springs†*
Inverted strut and fixed spring design lowers the vehicle approximately 15mm. Front spring stiffness is increased 35% over stock, and 30% over stock on the rear springs. Front and rear struts include a 4-position strut dampening adjustment which may be adjusted to the dampening force of a stock WRX, to harder than a stock STI suspension. Struts are designed exclusively for the 2005-2007 Impreza WRX STI models.

203004S220 (Inverted Adjustable Strut/Spring-FR)
203004S230 (Inverted Adjustable Strut/Spring-FL)
203004S240 (Inverted Adjustable Strut/Spring-RR)
203004S250 (Inverted Adjustable Strut/Spring-RL)

Performance Suspension Kit†*
Kit provides optimal suspension performance by enhancing the cornering, straight-line stability and overall handling of the WRX.

B2010FE211DS (Strut Kit-FR)
B2010FE221DS (Strut Kit-FL)
B2010FE231DS (Strut Kit-RR)
B2010FE241DS (Strut Kit-RL)
B2010FE251DS (Aluminum Arm Kit)
B2010FE261DS (Stabilizer & Bushing Kit)
B2010FE311DS (Strut Kit-FR)
B2010FE321DS (Strut Kit-FL)
B2010FE331DS (Strut Kit-RR)
B2010FE341DS (Strut Kit-RL)
B2010FE351DS (Stabilizer & Bushing Kit)

Strut and Spring Set †*
Strut cylinder diameter is increased from 22mm to 39mm. Overall system stiffness is increased by 50%-130% depending on vehicle application. Springs lower body approximately 15mm-22mm.

203004S100 (Strut/Springs-FR)
203004S110 (Strut/Springs-FL)
203004S120 (Strut/Springs-RR)
203004S130 (Strut/Springs-RL)

Performance Strut Set* 
Adjustable damping allows struts to be dialed in to match anticipated driving conditions. Fast on-car adjustment on each strut changes rebound and compression settings from street to rally or track. Patented check valve minimizes hydraulic fluid foaming to help keep shock performance fade-free. Front struts have 4 stages of adjustment. Rear struts have 8 stages of adjustment. Manufactured for Subaru of America by KYB®.

Impreza 2.5RS (1998-2001):
SOA837Z1100

†For a complete set order one of each component listed under body type.
Lateral Link Set

All bushings are replaced with pillow ball (spherical) type joints allowing for smooth and accurate movement of the suspension with enhanced driving stability.

Impreza WRX STI (2004): B0250FE010

Trailing Link Set*

All bushings are replaced with pillow ball (spherical) type joints allowing for smooth and accurate movement of the suspension with enhanced driving stability.


Lateral Link Set

Made of machined lightweight hollow aluminum. Reinforced rubber rear outer bushings, along with pillow ball (spherical) type joints, which replace the remaining bushings. Provides for significant improvement in rear control, handling response and driving feel.

Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008): B0250SA001

Lower Arm Bar*

Made of lightweight and extremely strong SUS304 tubular stainless steel for lasting durability. The lower arm bar connects the front subframe with the center of the cross member providing improved steering and suspension feel.


Performance Spring Set

STI springs are stiffer than stock and lower the vehicle ride height by about 10mm. The lower center of gravity can reduce body roll and result in noticeably improved handling.

B2010FG300 - Rear (2 required)
(Available March ’09)

Impreza WRX (2008): B2010FG000 - Front (2 required)
B2010FG100 - Rear (2 required)

STI Performance Spring Set*

Performance Spring Set lowers the 2.5RS stance approximately 3/4", and WRX Sedan 1.4” front, 1.2” rear, resulting in a lower center of gravity, which improves handling performance and vehicle responsiveness.

A lower center of gravity helps reduce squat during acceleration, body roll when cornering and excessive nose-dive under braking. Kit includes 2 front and 2 rear suspension springs.


Performance Spring Set

STI springs are stiffer than stock and lower the vehicle ride height by about 10mm. The lower center of gravity can reduce body roll and result in noticeably improved handling.

STI Spring – Rear (Wagon)

STI Spring – Front*
Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008): ST2033088000 (2 required)

STI Spring – Rear*
Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008): ST2038088000 (2 required)


**Strut Mounts – Front**

Harder rubber construction over stock mounts allows for less strut movement and more responsive steering during extreme driving conditions.


**Strut Mounts – Rear**

Harder rubber construction over stock mounts allows for less strut movement and more responsive steering during extreme driving conditions.


Impreza WRX (2002-2003): B0310FE010 (RH), B0301FE011 (LH)

**Suspension Bushings**

Suspension bushings with a stiffer rubber compound replace stock bushings, which helps create a tighter more responsive handling experience.

**Transmission Mount**

Contains a harder rubber compound than stock transmission mount to help minimize transmission movement during extreme conditions, yielding improved shift feel.


**Upper Transmission Mount**

Contains a harder rubber compound than stock pitching rod to help minimize engine movement during extreme conditions.


**Transverse Link Bushings**

Transverse links with a stiffer rubber compound replace stock links, which helps create a tighter more responsive handling experience.


B0200FE000 (R-RH)

B0200FE010 (R-LH)

Rear Trailing Link (Front)


B0220FE020 (4 required)

**Rear Trailing Link (Rear)**


Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008):

B0220FE010 (2 required)

**Rear Trailing Link (Front & Rear)**


Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008):

B0220FE020 (4 required)

**Rear Trailing Link (Front-In)**


Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008):

B0220FE030 (2 required)

**Rear Trailing Link (Rear-In)**


Forester XT, XT Premium, XT Ltd. & Sports (2004-2008):

B0220FE040 (2 required)

**Crossmember Bushing**


B4100FG000
Lightweight color-matched ground effects components give the WRX Sedan an aggressive look of performance.

**Front Under Spoiler**
- **Impreza WRX Sedan (2002-2003):** E2410FE201WG (Aspen White)
- E2410FE201TG (Platinum Silver Metallic)
- E2410FE201PG (WR Blue Pearl)

**Rear Under Spoiler**
- **Impreza WRX Sedan (2002-2003):** E5610FE200WG (Aspen White)
- E5610FE200TG (Platinum Silver Metallic)
- E5610FE200PG (WR Blue Pearl)

**Side Under Spoiler**
- **Impreza WRX (2002-2004):** E2610FE200WG (Aspen White)
- E2610FE200TG (Platinum Silver Metallic)
- E2610FE200PG (WR Blue Pearl)
- **Impreza WRX (2004):** E2610FE200VO (Java Black)

**Strake Kit**
- **Impreza WRX (2002-2005):** E2610FE100WG (Aspen White)
- E2610FE100TG (Platinum Silver Metallic)
- E2610FE100PG (WR Blue Pearl)

**Impreza WRX (2004):**
- E2610FE100VO (Java Black)

**Impreza WRX (2005):**
- E2610FE100WW (Obsidian Black Pearl)
Deck Lid Spoiler - STI Limited Style

Adds a stylish performance touch to the rear decklid.
Impreza WRX Sedan (2006-2007): E7210FE900 (Primed)

Side Cowling Stay*

Replaces original stamped steel cowl set with lightweight aluminum alloy that is four times stiffer than original parts. Helps reduce body flex and deformation under demanding driving conditions.
Impreza (2002-2007): ST508664S000

Hood Scoop

Increases airflow into the engine compartment, creating efficient cooling of the heated/compressed air passing through the intercooler.
Impreza WRX (2004-2005): 90821FE080NN

Fog Lamp Covers

Metal mesh covers let the light shine through while helping to protect standard driving lights from stones and road debris.
Impreza (2002-2003): ST577104S000 (Black)

Sport Mesh Grille

Bold metal mesh design adds an aggressive look to Impreza WRX and WRX STI. Grille comes pre-painted and ready to install.

NEW!

Chrome Sport Grille

New design adds a custom JDM look to WRX and WRX STI.
Impreza 2.5i, 2.5GT, WRX & WRX STI (2008-2009): J1010FG040 (Available February '09)

Hood Scoop

Increases airflow into the engine compartment, creating efficient cooling of the heated/compressed air passing through the intercooler.
Impreza WRX (2004-2005): 90821FE080NN

Sport Mesh Grille

Bold metal mesh design adds an aggressive look to Impreza WRX and WRX STI. Grille comes pre-painted and ready to install.

NEW!

Chrome Sport Grille

New design adds a custom JDM look to WRX and WRX STI.
Impreza 2.5i, 2.5GT, WRX & WRX STI (2008-2009): J1010FG040 (Available February '09)
Blue “i” Grille Center Ornament
Replaces the stock center grille ornament with the distinctive look of the Subaru Blue “i”.

Stainless Mesh Clutch Hose*
Replaces stock clutch hose and produces a more precise clutch action. Stainless steel mesh covering helps inhibit expansion and distortion of clutch hose.
Impreza WRX (2002-2005): ST372514S000

Stainless Mesh Brake Hose Set*
Replaces stock brake hoses for a more positive brake pedal feel under heavy braking conditions. Unlike aftermarket look-alikes, hoses are covered with double thread stainless steel mesh which helps inhibit expansion (and distortion) of hoses under severe usage, and with a polyolifine coating to help prevent dust and ice build-up.
Impreza WRX STI (2004-2007): ST26504S000

Timing Belt**
Rubber rigidity has been increased over the stock belt. Designed specifically for the higher demands of heavy-duty usage. Some belt noise might occur.
Impreza WRX (2002-2007): ST130284S000

Pedal Pad Sets
Brushed stainless steel with red rubber grips, embossed with the STI logo.

Manual Transmission
Impreza 2.5i, WRX-TR & Outback Sport (2007) and Forester exc. 2.5X LL Bean (2006-2008): C8110SA005
Impreza (2008), Impreza 2.5i, Impreza 2.5GT & Outback Sport (2009), Legacy exc. spec.B (2008-2009) and Forester (2009): C8110AG000 (5M/T)

Automatic Transmission
Impreza 2.5i & Outback Sport A/T (2006-2007) and Forester (2006-2008): C8110SA015 (A/T)
Performance Gauge Pack

Impreza (1998-2001):
H5010FA034 (Gauge Pack)
H0017FC9110OE (Housing - Gray)

Impreza (2002-2005):
H5010FE060 (Gauge Pack)
H0010FE09200E (Housing)

Impreza exc. WRX (2002-2003):
H5010FE061 (Gauge Pack)
H0010FE09200E (Housing)

Impreza 2.5TS (2002-2005),
2.5RS (2004-2005) &
Outback Sport (2004-2005):
H5010FE061 (Gauge Pack)
H0010FE09200NV (Housing)

Impreza WRX STI (2004-2005):
H5010FE066 (Gauge Pack)
H0010FE09200E (Housing)

H5010FO015 (Gauge Pack)
H0017FC9121OE (Housing - Beige)
H0017FC9110OE (Housing - Gray)

Forester exc. XT (2003-2005):
H5010S4029OE (Gauge Pack)
H0010S49900ML (Housing)

Forester XT & XT Premium (2004-2005):
H5010S4029OE (Gauge Pack)
H0010S49900ML (Housing)

Turbo Boost Gauge

Displays turbo boost pressure in bars, oil pressure in bars and oil temperature in Celsius.
Legacy 2.5GT & Outback XT (2005-2009) w/o NAVI:
H5010AG000

Turbo Boost Gauge

Impreza WRX (2002-2007):
H5010FE057
H5010FE055
Forester XT & XT Premium (2004-2005):
H5010SA010
Baja (2004-2006):
H5010AE000 (Turbo)
Forester XT and XT Ltd. (2006-2008):
H5010SA020

Carpeted Floor Mats

Custom-fitted, heavy-duty, color-coordinated nylon carpet.

Impreza 2.5RS (1998-2001):
J5010FS001OE
Impreza 2.5RS (2002-2005):
J5010SS401OE
Impreza WRX (2002-2005):
J5010SS001OE
J5010SS020OE (Beige)
Impreza 2.5i, WRX, WRX Ltd. & Outback Sport (2006-2007):
J5010SS0200E (Off-Black)

Key Plate

The STI key plate is a stylish and functional accessory that adds a personalized touch to your Subaru.

57497FE000

New!

SPT Boost Gauge

Displays engine vacuum in inHg and boost in PSI. Bright red illumination matches the vehicle instrument panel lighting and goes dark when the engine is turned off. Kit includes mounting cup and bracket.

H501SFG500 (Available February ’09)

J5015SS700 (Blue – No Logo)
Impreza (2002-2007):
SCI440S202 (Black – STI Logo)
Radiator Cap*
High-pressure radiator cap increases pressure rating of cooling system from .9 bar (13.0 lbs.) to 1.3 bar (18.9 lbs.). Allows for more efficient cooling under demanding conditions.

Radiator Shroud
A functional and good looking accessory that helps to increase the air flow across the radiator by closing the gap between the radiator and core support. The shroud is manufactured of highly polished stainless steel.
All Impreza Models (2002-2007): SOA8431080

Radiator Hose Set*
High-temperature silicon rubber to withstand the increased rigors of demanding driving. Unlike aftermarket look-alikes, the lower hose features wire construction to help prevent collapsing from negative pressure caused by water temperature change.

Turbo Heat Shield
The SPT Turbo Heat Shield helps to retain heat within the turbocharger which helps to maintain turbocharger exhaust gas velocity. The shroud also helps keep heat generated by the turbocharger away from the intercooler. The SPT Turbo Heat Shield can be used in conjunction with the stock turbo heat shield and is manufactured of highly polished stainless steel.

Air Duct Hose*
High-temperature red silicone hose embossed with STI logo. Connects intercooler to intake plenum. Matches STI Radiator Hose Set.
Impreza WRX (2002-2005): ST2183066000

Motor Mounts
Contains a harder rubber compound than stock motor mounts to help minimize engine movement during extreme conditions.
D1010FE110 (RH)
D1010FE120 (LH)

Impreza WRX (2008-2009) requires (2) nuts per mount. 902380007
Carbon Fiber Patterned Trim
High-tech carbon fiber interior accent adds a racing flavor to your Subaru. For dash vents, radio bezel and door switches.

**Impreza WRX STI (2004):** J1310FE121
**Impreza exc. WRX STI (2002-2004):** J1310FE120
**Impreza A/T (1998-2001):** J1310FA130
**Impreza M/T (1998-2001):** J1310FA140

---

**Door Sill Plate**
Replaces existing sill plates and adds the performance look of STI.

**Legacy (2005-2009):** E1010AG010

---

**Carbon Fiber Shift Knob/Park Brake Handle**

**Impreza (1998-2004):** C1010FC121 (Park Brake Handle)

---

**17" 5-Spoke Pressure Cast Aluminum Wheel††**

**Impreza WRX (2002-2007):**
B3110FE000 (Wheel)
28102AA000 (Valve)
28811FA240 (Cap)

---

**17" BBS® Forged Aluminum Wheel††**
Helps give the WRX a racer look, improved handling and performance.

**Impreza WRX (2002-2007):**
28111AE060 (Wheel)
005401073 (Valve)

---

**SPT Oil Cap and Battery Hold Down**
Replacement oil cap and battery hold down are manufactured from billet aluminum, anodized in SPT Gunmetal Gray (or Performance Blue) and laser etched with SPT logos.

SOA3881010 (Oil Cap-Gray)
SOA3881040 (Oil Cap-Blue)
SOA3881000 (Battery Hold Down-Gray)
SOA3881030 (Battery Hold Down-Blue)

---

**17" 5-Spoke Pressure Cast Aluminum Wheel††**

**Impreza WRX (2002-2007):**
B3110FE000 (Wheel)
28102AA000 (Valve)
28811FA240 (Cap)

---

**17" BBS® Forged Aluminum Wheel††**
Helps give the WRX a racer look, improved handling and performance.

**Impreza WRX (2002-2007):**
28111AE060 (Wheel)
005401073 (Valve)

---

**SPT Oil Cap and Battery Hold Down**
Replacement oil cap and battery hold down are manufactured from billet aluminum, anodized in SPT Gunmetal Gray (or Performance Blue) and laser etched with SPT logos.

SOA3881010 (Oil Cap-Gray)
SOA3881040 (Oil Cap-Blue)
SOA3881000 (Battery Hold Down-Gray)
SOA3881030 (Battery Hold Down-Blue)

---

**Carbon Fiber Shift Knob/Park Brake Handle**

**Impreza (1998-2004):** C1010FC121 (Park Brake Handle)

†† 17” wheels require Bridgestone Potenza RE011 size 215/45R-17” tires.
Impreza WRX STI Performance Clutches

**Clutch Disc – Organic 7.7MM**
Organic friction material provides higher torque and temperature capabilities than stock disc. Some clutch judder may result when clutch is partially engaged. Use only with clutch cover ST302104S000.

**Clutch Cover – Organic 7.7MM**
Heavy-duty cover allows for a more efficient transfer of engine power.
For use with the 240mm diameter clutch disc ST301004S020. Exerts pressure of 1,150 kgf (2,535 lbf).

**Clutch Disc – Ceramic Metal 5MM**
Ceramic/metal friction material with higher temperature range and friction coefficient is recommended for competition or off-road use. Clutch judder will be experienced when clutch is half engaged. Use only with clutch cover ST302104S010.

**Clutch Cover – Ceramic Metal 5MM**
Heavy-duty cover allows for a more efficient transfer of engine power.
Recommended for competition or off-road use. For use with the 240mm diameter metallic clutch disc ST301004S000. Exerts a pressure of 1,150 kgf (2,535 lbf).

**Lightweight Flywheel**
(7.2 kg or 15.8 lbs. vs. stock flywheel weight of 8.6 kg or 18.9 lbs.)
Machined from high strength chromium molybdenum. Reduced rotating mass of the lighter flywheel allows engine to rev faster. Recommended when replacing stock clutch cover and disc with the STI clutch cover and disc sets.
Impreza WRX STI (2004-2007): ST123104S000 (6M/T)
**Lightweight Flywheel**

(5.5 kg or 12.1 lbs. vs. 10.5 kg or 23.15 lbs.)
Flywheel is machined from high strength chromium molybdenum. Reduced rotating mass of the lighter flywheel allows engine to rev faster. Recommended when replacing stock clutch cover and disc with the STI clutch cover and disc clutch sets.

**Impreza WRX (2002-2005):** ST1231055010 (5 M/T)

**Clutch Disc – 5MM Ceramic/Metallic (W. Damper)**

Ceramic/metal friction material – Recommended for competition or off-road use. Clutch judder will be experienced when clutch is half-engaged. Use only with clutch cover ST3021055000.

**Impreza WRX (2002-2005):** ST3010055120

**Clutch Cover 5MM (for Ceramic/Metallic Clutch Disc)**

Heavy-duty cover allows for a more efficient transfer of engine power. Recommended for competition or off-road use. For use with the 230mm diameter metallic clutch disc ST3010055120. Exerts a pressure of 1,050 kgf (2,315 lbf).

**Impreza WRX (2002-2005):** ST3021055000

**Clutch Disc – Organic 8MM**

Organic friction material provides higher torque and temperature capabilities than stock disc. Some clutch judder may result when clutch is partially engaged. Use only with clutch cover ST3021055010.

**Impreza WRX (2002-2005):** ST3010055100

**Clutch Cover – 8MM (for Organic Clutch Disc)**

Heavy-duty cover allows for a more efficient transfer of engine power. For use with the 230mm diameter organic clutch disc ST3010055100. Exerts a pressure of 1,050 kgf (2,315 lbf).

**Impreza WRX (2002-2005):** ST3021055010
Slim License Plate Frames and Marque Plates
Manufactured from heavy-gauge 304 stainless steel that will not rust or corrode.
Available in mirror polish or matte black powder coat. Kit includes hardware hider caps.

Euro-Style Marque Plates
SOA342L130 (WRX-Stainless Steel)
SOA342L131 (WRX-Matte Black)
SOA342L132 (STI-Stainless Steel)
SOA342L133 (STI-Matte Black)

STI Marque Plates
SOA342L112 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L113 (Matte Black)

WRX Marque Plates
SOA342L106 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L107 (Matte Black)

Front License Plate Bracket
Stainless steel with black powder coated finish. Includes mounting hardware.
SOA342L120

Stainless License Plate Frames
SOA342L104 (Stainless Steel)
SOA342L105 (Matte Black)

Euro-Style License Plate Frames
SOA342L130 (WRX-Stainless Steel)
SOA342L131 (WRX-Matte Black)
SOA342L132 (STI-Stainless Steel)
SOA342L133 (STI-Matte Black)

Valve Stem Caps
Add a finishing touch to your Subaru. These caps feature “O” ring seals to help keep the valve orifices clean.
SOA342L108 (WRX)
SOA342L109 (SPT)
SOA342L114 (STI)
SOA342L128 (Subaru Star Cluster)
Pocketknife
Classic pocketknife with key ring, blade, nail file with screwdriver tip, scissors, detachable toothpick and tweezers. Individually packaged in a gift tin.
SOA307T400

Ceramic Mug
15 oz. black stoneware mug imprinted on both sides with silver STI logo.
SOA307T300

Travel Mug
16 oz. travel mug with “Snap-Fit” lid is imprinted on both sides. Microwave and top dishwasher safe. Individually packaged in a gift tin.
SOA307T310

Subaru Golf Balls
Packed three balls per sleeve, four sleeves per box with Subaru logo.
SOA307T601

Leather CD Case
Black leather cover with debossed STI logo on front. Securely holds 24 CDs and is secured with a wrap-around zipper. Individually packaged in a gift box.
SOA307T500

Stainless Mug
17 oz. all steel double-wall insulation and drink-through spill resistant lid with slide closure. Imprinted on both sides.
SOA307T320

Key Fobs
Made from 1/8” thick 304 stainless steel, with a brushed finish and permanent black laser etched graphics.
SOA342L115 (STI)
SOA342L116 (SPT)
SOA342L117 (WRX)
SOA342L129 (Subaru)

Pocketknife
Classic pocketknife with key ring, blade, nail file with screwdriver tip, scissors, detachable toothpick and tweezers. Individually packaged in a gift tin.
SOA307T400

Woven Towel
Heavy-weight 100% cotton towel in black with silver woven STI logo. Towel measures 36 by 60 inches.
SOA307T700

Ceramic Mug
15 oz. black stoneware mug imprinted on both sides with silver STI logo.
SOA307T300
Check out the latest Genuine Subaru Performance Parts and related technical information at www.spt.subaru.com.

For additional Genuine Subaru Parts availability, contact your local Subaru dealer.